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Abstract
In this paper, the recent advances of sensors applied in healthcare environments are presented.
Based on the function and operation of modern health and wellness measurement and monitoring
and mHealth solutions, a variety of sensors are described with their features and applications.
Further improvements and future trend are pointed out and discussed.
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1. Introduction
The world’s population age 65 and older is growing by an unprecedented rate. An aging population with a longer life expectancy results in a larger population of fragile elderly, the chronically ill and those requiring rehabilitation [1]. In 2012, the percentage of the world population who are more than 65 was 6.9%, and this is estimated
to increase to around 20% by 2050 [2]. Due to the increase in this proportion of the population, this has created a
growing need for innovative approaches to deliver care services for older adults. In the next two decades there
will be a significant increase in the elderly population and this in turn will result in a much greater need for effective assistive devices [3].
Various governments around the world are investigating various methods of keeping the elderly and disabled
people involved socially and economically in addition to reducing the number of them needing institutionalization. With improved sensing and communication technologies, motion tracking has made assistive living and
environment possible [4]. Assistive environment provides many health care solutions including in-home care for
the elderly and the disabled.
Efficient sensors with the assistive devices could enable early disease detection, remote diagnosis and the independent living of elderly people and chronically ill patients [5] [6]. Recent developments in ambient assistive
living technologies have demonstrated the feasibility of using ambient sensors in supporting independent living
[7]. Unlike wearable sensors, they tend to have more battery and processing capacities, but have limited use in
capturing physiological information or in multiple occupancy dwellings. Effort is being made to build-in sensors
in mobile device platforms, so that sensor data can be captured, processed and sent to a central location to improve existing healthcare services [8]-[10].
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Based on the growing research and development in this area, there is strong indication that bio-sensors will be
an integral part of ordinary cell phone and smart phone platforms [8] [10]. The introduction of embedded sensors in mobile phone can benefit from better computing power, speed and memory as compared to standalone
sensors [10]. The existence of GPS, location information and time tags can make mobile devices smarter and
useful for healthcare services, through bio-sensor integration [8] [11].
The purpose of this work is to summarize and present recent advances and development of sensors applied in
healthcare environments. Therefore, researchers and practitioners will be aware of the challenges in this area.
The paper is organized as: Section 2 presents a variety of sensors applied in modern health and wellness measurement, assistive technologies, and mHealth; finally, Section 3 concludes the paper.

2. Sensors Used for Healthcare
Sensor is a device for the detection of an analyte that combines a biological component with a physicochemical
detector component. It normally consists of three parts [12]:
1) the sensitive biological element (biological material, a biologically derived material or biomimic);
2) the transducer or detector element works in a physicochemical way that transforms the signal resulting
from the interaction of the analyte with the biological element into another signal (i.e., transducers) that can be
more easily measured and quantified;
3) the associated electronics or signal processors that are primarily responsible for the display of the results in
a user-friendly way. This sometimes accounts for the most expensive part of a sensor device.
Sensors have four main components: sensing, processing, communication, and energy/power units. Body
sensors fall into two main categories, implantable and wearable. The former measure parameters inside the body
and mostly operate as interfaces to relatively small software components attached to or implanted into human
bodies. The implantable sensors provide bidirectional communication interfaces between a person and a remote
information system that provides healthcare services, diagnosis, or upgrades [2]. Wearable sensors, although not
as invasive as their implantable counterparts, nevertheless must withstand the human body’s normal movements
and infringe on them as little as possible [5]. Wearable sensors may be categorized according to their functional
aim, including monitoring system, iLife fall detection sensors [13]-[15] recognize and react to falls, Health
buddy which measures and records vital signs, PROACT [16] [17] glove which monitors contact with everyday
objects and SenseCam [18] [19] which improves retrospective memory. Body sensors fall into those that detect
only body activity and so react only to movement and those that measure some consequence of physiological
change during exercise or other conditions (QT interval, respiration, temperature, and venous oxygen saturation).

2.1. Sensors Used in Wearable Devices for Fall Detection
Recent researches estimated that each year, in the U.S., nearly 30% of elderly people incur in falls, and the likelihood of falling increases substantially with age. Falls may directly result in traumas, fractures, permanent disability, or even death. Hence, falling is a major concern for older people due to the higher risk of breakages that
results from a lower bone density associated with aging [20]. It is therefore imperative that their support team is
alerted in the event of a fall to minimize distress associated with injury. There are devices that seek to monitor
an assisted person’s status or activities, and devices that provide active support.
iLife fall detection sensor which is worn by the assisted person, may be utilized in conjunction with the Independent LifeStyle Assistant system [13]. This integrates individual devices and augments them with reasoning
capabilities enabling the assisted person greater independence. This iLife fall detection sensor not only triggers
when abnormal body movements or extended periods of inactivity are detected, but also can be activated manually by pressing a distress button.
In [21], the authors describe two fall sensors, an embedded video-based one and a wearable accelerometerbased one, which can be managed within a data-fusion-oriented framework, implementing policies aimed at
maximizing system reliability and minimizing the presence of false alarms. The two sensors can be integrated
into a modular architecture to compensate for each other’s limits, favoring the development of a harmonic,
modular and easily extensible system able to manage different areas of the environment.
The video fall detector is based on a digital camera and a FPGA programmable logic, able to locally process
the images and to transmit to a server only aggregated information relating to the “state of alert”, with obvious
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advantages in terms of end users’ privacy. The wearable accelerometer-based sensor is based on a new powerful
soft-computing paradigm which makes it possible to extend the task it performs to detecting a whole set of situations, and therefore to make the whole architecture more flexible.
The visual sensor is used to send a central supervision system only aggregated information and not the whole
video stream. The sensor output consists only of signals that account for the “state of alert” on the potential occurrence of a fall. When used in conjunction with other sensors (audio, wearable, etc.), such a compact, economical and little-invasive device can provide a description of the environment being monitored [21]. In [22] the
authors speak of their plans to use additional sensors, such as RFID for object localization, floor-mounted vibration sensors for fall detection in privacy-sensitive areas, and infrared cameras, in conjunction with their smart
cameras, for additional tracking and health monitoring capabilities.

2.2. On-Body Sensors
Concerning the kinematics, different sensors are used to capture the musculoskeletal motion. Laboratories synchronously measure in-body data from several sensors, the most commonly used include: 1) Optokinetic cameras which are used for more precise data capture, 2) Electromyography, 3) Gyroscope, accelerometer, or altimeter. When it comes to dynamics capturing, surface electromyography (EMG) are commonly used. EMG
measures the electric activation of the muscle. Surface EMG is a non-invasive way to acquire data from the
muscles [23].
Additionally, with the recent improvements in the field of movement recognition, gyroscopes, accelerometers
and altimeters allow us now to carry out new kind of movement studies [14]. As these technologies do not require the patients to remain in the camera field, it allows them to leave the laboratory and therefore offers the
possibility to pursue the measurements for a longer period of time [1]. The recent progress over the past few
years in the field of wireless technology allows the sensors to be less obtrusive for the patients and more easy to
use by the clinicians. These sensors are called body sensor networks (BSN) [6].
A wireless sensor networks consist a collection of different sensors nodes which are connected through wireless channels and which can be used to build different distributed system for data collection, processing. These
sensors have found many applications in different areas, including sampling, processing, communication with
more than one vital signs, heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation activity or environmental parameters like
location, temperature, humidity and light [2]. The structures of BSNs are mostly application-dependent. Thus,
BSNs face the security issues, e.g., privacy, integrity, and authentication.
Secure communication in healthcare system is no exception, although in real time, healthcare monitoring and
necessary information need to be providing quickly. If a healthcare system lacks the necessary protection in
communication, it can expose a patient medical data to malicious intruder or eavesdroppers. If unauthorized parties or person can easily access the private data of a patient or medical records then false information can be injected into the data stream by a prohibited node [12] [13]. An efficient secure security scheme was proposed by
Haque et al. [14] for patient monitoring system using wireless sensor network which consist of three main components, patient, healthcare system and secure base station. To establish a secure communication between
healthcare system and base station or patient a pseudo-inverse matrix is used to derive the pair-wise shared key
and a bilateral key handshaking method is also used [24]. The techniques used in BSN for security and privacy
are summarized in Table 1 [25].

2.3. Sensor Network Used in Assistive Technologies
As the sensor technology advances, assistive devices have been able to detect various kinds of physiological variables. For speech- and hearing-impaired disabilities, non-verbal form of communication is very important. To
alleviate the communication problem among speech-impaired disabilities, an assistive technology that provides
a more convenient and less time-consuming means of communication is required. An assistive device for
speech- and hearing-impaired disabilities has been developed based on the BSN technology [6]. In the system,
real-time recognition of American Sign Language (ASL) fingerspelling gestures is performed based on input
signals acquired from a wireless sensor gloves. The recognized gestures will then be mapped into corresponding
sounds using speech synthesizer.
In [26], a framework for constructing the fingerspelling gesture recognition model based on the data acquired
from a wireless BSN sensor glove is proposed. The glove consists of five flex sensors and a 3D accelerometer
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Table 1. Technique used in BSN for security and privacy.
Security Technique

Advantage

Disadvantage

Data error correcting code
to provide redundancy

Based on the Redundant Residue Number System
(RRNS). Confidentiality Provide.

Data integrity is not provided when number
of errors is more than the detecting capability.

Erasure coding

Dynamic Integrity Check where each storage node
computes and broadcasts and algebraic signature on one
data share; one node checks its signature against those
by other nodes to detect alterations timely. Data
confidentiality, dependability and dynamic
integrity achieved simultaneously.

No third party can perform integrity checks.
Digital signature is not used.

Constant data motion method

Move the data from one sensor node to the next so
as to make it hard for the cracker to track and
catch the data. Very efficient.

High communication and storage
overhead; less practical in energy-strained
environments.

Attribute based encryption
(ABE)

Perfectly matches the model of Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC); effectively implements
fine-grained access control.

Access point will be necessary
and must use always.

Physiological signal-based
key agreement

Electrocardiogram commonly signal used

It can’t handle the reordering of or
presence of additional feature vectors

Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC)

ECC can achieve the same level of security as RSA
with smaller key sizes. It provides more security as
comparison to other security system.

It is very complex. There is no arbitrary
(Digital Signature). Practical implementation
is a very big task. Not sufficient to
broadcast and multicast.

Biometric system

Error, fraud, mistake etc. don’t exist in the system.
Well secure comparison to other.

It uses only limited place.

providing a measure of finger bending, as well as motion, orientation of the hand, recognition and a speech synthesizer as shown in Figure 1 [26]. The flex sensors placed along five fingers are used for detecting finger
bending and the 3D accelerometer placed on the back of the hand is used for detecting hand orientation and motion. Data are transmitted to the computer via BSN node placed on the wrist.
In [27], the authors developed a prototype for a working rehabilitation system that would operate safely and
accurately in the home of an elderly or recovering patient. The shoe insole and sensor are inserted into the footwear of the user as shown in Figure 2 [27]. In this insole, FlexiForce sensor is used to measure the force on the
ball and the heel of the foot. The sensors implanted in the legs of the walker are used to collect data to help identify the patient’s prognosis during the recovery period. Recovering patients can be monitored while they walk
and use their walker in their daily lives. The FlexiForce sensors are used in both the walker and the shoe insole.
The sensors aided in the determination of force distribution over the toe of the insole and the legs of the walker.
The Tiny Bee Tri-Axis Accelerometer is used in the shoe insole to sense the degree of pronation and supination
in the foot. The accelerometer is made by EVBPlus. These sensors output three analog voltages, each proportional the amount of gravitational force experienced along three axes.
In recent years great advancements have been made with prosthetic technology aided by advancements in
materials science and sensors technology. Buckley et al. [28] introduced a sensor suite framework for the partial
automation of prosthetic arm control allowing high level control with a reduction of cognitive burden placed
upon the user. A framework is established to use interchangeable sensors to emulate the low level hand-eye
co-ordination of a healthy individual. A shoulder mounted depth sensor is used to obtain environment information to be used to locating the target object relative to the prosthesis. Sensors applied in the system include: Laser range finders, stereo cameras, and structured light. When combined together these sensors mimic the natural
way in which a user co-ordinates arm movement to a sufficient extent as to allow low level control to be taken
over by the system freeing the user into a more high level role.

2.4. Sensors Incorporated in Assistive Robots
Robotic technology for supporting human activities, such as intelligent wheel chairs [29] [30], prosthetic limbs
[31] [32], and wearable robots [33], have been studied for their practical use in various aspects of daily life. As
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Figure 1. Fingerspelling-based speech synthesizing sensor gloves.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the insole design. (b) A photograph of the insole.

mobility declines it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain independence. Increasingly assistive devices for
mobility are proposed, examples include the robot suit, “designed to help the elderly and enfeebled to walk and
carry heavy objects”, which is designed to support bodyweight, reduce stress on the knees, help people climb
steps and stay in crouching positions.
In [34]-[36], three infrared (IR) sensors are mounted on the robot hand as Figure 3, in order to control the
robot hand to grasp objects using the information from the sensors readings and the interface component. The IR
sensors are used for proximally sensing the object distance and providing a corrective signal for the hand to
close in on the object. Besides, tactile sensors are employed in the system with contact based sensing methods.
Optical infrared sensors are introduced for pre-touch during final grasp adjustments. The method in [37] detects
the orientation of an object surface using the IR sensors that fit inside the fingers. However, [37] can only adjust
the fingers and be used for one dimension of the end-effector.
The first capability is that the hand can autonomously move to a suitable pre-grasp position if at least one of
the three sensors detects the object. In the pre-grasp position, the robot can directly close the hand to grasp the
object. The second functionality of the system is collision avoidance, for the reason that it will keep a distance to
any object. With more sensors detecting the object, the distance would be larger. Thirdly, the system is robust.
The end-effector even can track a mobile object. KINECT is employed as the sensor to collect human joint position data, then the robot could mimic human after mapping between their joint coordinates. The human hand
gesture could be recognized as open or closed, which could provide the signal for the robot to open or close
hand.

2.5. Bio-Sensors in m-Health
Bio-sensor enabled mobile phones have the potential to improve health (m-health) information gathering both
for ambulatory and continuous chronic disease monitoring applications. There is a strong indication that existing
health care systems can benefit more from mobile phone and sensor integrated devices. The existence of GPS,
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Figure 3. Hardware of IR sensors.

location information and time tags can make mobile devices smarter and useful for healthcare services, through
bio-sensor integration [8] [10] [11]. Sensor enabled mobile phone devices are going to revolutionize personal
and social network based sensor data collection leading into the next generation of innovative and secure
mHealth services [8]-[10]. The basic technology used incorporates:
• Noninvasive Bio-Sensor;
• Mobile phone processing of sensor signal and Secure Radio Transceiver design;
• Web server and database for data storage, management and analysis.
In bio-sensor based mHealth systems, security will be a major challenge. Researchers have been proposing
different security solution for standalone sensor network and few research has been done to address security issues of mHealth system. A number of medical research efforts have been based on mHealth to monitor and
study the deployment of sensor-based technologies in the course of patient diagnosis and treatments, including:
aged population health monitoring, calorie in-take monitoring, treating patients with diabetes, blood-pressure
monitoring, treating cardiac patients, and blood oxygen level monitoring. However, the realization of mHealth
systems and infrastructures has its own set of challenges [35].
1) Security: Identification of the weakest point in an end-to-end sense.
2) Semantic interoperability.
3) Scalability in linking healthcare providers to end users.
4) Unified agreements among healthcare providers.
5) Unified mHealth education.

3. Conclusion
This paper has attempted to present a variety of sensors applied in healthcare environments with their features
and applications. Through introducing different types of sensors, it is important to point out that sensors used for
health monitoring must consider aspects such as safety, scalability, autonomy, privacy and its impact on the care
of the users. Advances in sensors can produce powerful and very rapid movements through a large operational
space in development of assistive technologies, m-Health solutions, and health and wellness measurements.
Therefore, careful thought needs to be given to hazard assessment while the researchers design the healthcare
devices using appropriate sensors. Future research should also consider the interaction between human and
healthcare devices using sensors to maintain physical and cognitive functional capabilities.
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